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Abstract- -F i rst  we establish an equivalence of the oscillation of the following two difference 
equations: 
AXn +pnXn_ k = O 
and 
under the critical state 
(,) 
A2yn_ l+2(k+l )k  ( k k ) 
kk+-"---'-- T Pn (k + 1) ~+x Yn = 0 (**) 
k k k k 
liminfpn = - -  and Pn >_ (k-F 1) k+1 (k + i) k+l' 
where Pn >_ 0 and k is a positive integer. And then, we obtain some "sharp" oscillation and nonoscil- 
lation criteria for equation (.). (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Oscil lation, Difference quation, Critical state. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there has been a lot of activity concerning the oscillatory behavior of difference qua- 
tions. In particular, the linear nonautonomous difference quation 
Axn -F PnXn-k = O, n = O, 1 ,2 , . . .  (1) 
has been discussed extensively in the literature, where {Pn} is a sequence of nonnegative numbers 
and k is a positive integer, A denotes the forward difference operator Axn = Xn+l - Xn. See, for 
example, [1-7]. 
In 1989, Erbe and Zhang [1] first investigated the oscillatory behavior of (1), and proved the 
following theorem. 
This work was supported by a doctoral fellowship of the National Educational Committee of China. The authors 
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THEOREM A. I f  
k k 
li~ui~fpn---- > (k + 1) k+l' (2) 
then every solution of  (1) is oscillatory. I f  for all large n 
k k 
Pn <-- (k + l )  k+l '  (3) 
then (1) has a nonosciHatory solution. 
By Theorem A, one can easily see that every solution of the following equation with constant 
coefficients: 
Axn -b pXn-k = O, n = O, 1, 2 , . . .  (4) 
is oscillatory if and only if p > kk / (k  + 1) k+l. 
For equation (1) with asymptotic onstant coefficient, i.e., 
lim Pn = P, (5) 
n'-*OO 
Yan and Qian [2] established the following assertion in 1992. 
ASSERTION B. Assume that (5) holds. Then every solution of (1) is oscillatory i f  and only i f  
every solution of  the "limiting" equation (4) is oscillatory. 
In 1995, Gyori and Pituk [8] gave a counterexample to illustrate that the above Assertion B is 
incorrect. 
We remark that for the case p 7~ kk / (k  + 1) k+l, Assertion B is true. But for the critical 
case p = kk / (k  + 1) k+l, as we have seen in [8], Assertion B is not true. In fact, in the critical 
case, the oscillatory behavior of (1) becomes very complex and interesting. See Example 2 
in [6]. Though some sufficient conditions for oscillation of (1) which allows Pn to oscillate around 
kk / (k  + 1) k+l have existed in [3-6]. However, these oscillation criteria are still less effective to 
handle equation (1) in the critical case. 
The main concern of this paper is the oscillation of equation (1) under the critical condition 
k k 
lim__.infpn -- (k + 1) k+l" (6) 
In Section 2, we will prove that every solution of (1) is oscillatory if and only if every solution of 
the equation 
2(k + 1) k 
A2yn-1 + kk+l anyn = O, n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  (7) 
is oscillatory in the critical case (6), where an = Pn - kk / (k  + 1) k+l, n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  In Section 3, 
we make use of some existing oscillation and nonoscillation criteria for (7) to establish the cor- 
responding oscillation and nonoscillation criteria for (1) in the critical case (6). In particular, by 
applying our results, we can show that every solution of the equation 
( kk ) 
Axn -I- (k J i - )  k+l at- c(1 n t- n)  -~  Xn-k = O, n =0,1 ,2 , . . .  (s) 
is oscillatory if and only if a < 2 and c > 0 or a = 2 and c > kk+l /8(k  + 1) k. 
As is customary, a solution {xn} of (1) is said to be oscillatory if the terms xn of the se- 
quence {Xn} are neither eventually positive nor eventually negative. Otherwise, the solution is 
called nonoscillatory. 
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2. EQUIVALENCE THEOREM 
THEOREM 1. Assume that for sumciently large n 
k k 
an := Pn (k + 1) k+l -> 0. (9) 
Then every solution of (1) is oscillatory ff and only ff every solution of (7) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. If an =-- 0 eventually, then both (1) and (7) have eventually positive solutions. Therefore, 
we only consider the case when an does not eventually equal zero identically. 
SUFFICIENCE. If not, let {Xn} be an eventually positive solution of (1). Then there exists an 
integer no > 0 such that 
an>0 and xn>0,  fo rn>n0.  (10) 
Set vn = (k/(k + 1))--nxn for n > no. Then vn > 0 for n > no, and from (1) and (9) we have 
( 1 n -1 ) (~_ . l )k& l  




un=vn-~ Z vi, forn>_no+k.  (12) 
i=n-k 
Then by Lemma 2.3 in [9], there exists an integer nl > no + k such that 
un > O and Aun <_ O, n > nl. (13) 
Set M = min{vnl-k,Vnl-k+l,. . .  ,Vnl}. From (12) and (13), it is easy to see that 
vn >_ M, for n >_ nl - k. (14) 
Let limn-~oo Un = I. There are two possible cases. 
CASE 1. l = 0. Let n2 > nl be an integer such that un < M/4 for n _> n2. Then for any integer 
_> n2, we have 
2 n+k 
Vn>_ kq_l ~-~zi, fo rg<n<g+k.  




vn>l+~ ~ v~>l+M,  n>_nl. 
i=n-k 
By induction, one can easily show that 
vn>j l+M,  n>_n l+( j -1 )k ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and so lim,~-.oo vn = oo, which implies there exists an integer n3 >_ n2 such that 
2 n+k 
i=n3 
for n3 < n <_ n3 + k. 




fo rN<n<N+k.  
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Now we prove that 
2 n+k 
v~_> k+l  ui, fo rn>N.  
i=N 
If (15) does not hold, then there exists an integer N* > N + k such that 
(15) 
Vn >_ - -  
2 nTk 
k+l  ~ 'u~,  
i=N 
for N < n < N* - 1 and ~)N* < 
2 N*+k 
k+l  ~ ui. 
i=N 
By (12) and (13) and using the nature of nonincreasing of {un}, we have 
N*+k 2 1 N* - I  
k;1 
i=N i=N* -k  
N*- I  i+k 
2 
i=N*-k  j=N 
N*+k N*+k 2 2 
ZUN*'~- k+----l ~ ui k(k+l )  ~ ( i - i * )u i  
i=N i=N*T1 
N* +k N* +k 2 2 
>_UN.+k÷-----1 ~ ui k (k+l )  UN. ~ ( i -N* )  
i~-N i=N*-~ l 
N*Tk 2 
k+l  ~ ui. 
i=N 
This is a contradiction and so (15) holds. From (15) we obtain 
2 f i  
v,~-k >_ k + 1 ui, 
i=N 
fo rn> N +k. 
Let Yn = 2in=N Ui" Then A~_ I  = un and A2yn_  1 ----- Aun,  if follows from (11) and (12) that 
A2 ._1 + 2(k + 1) k 
kk+l anYn <_ O, n >_ N + k. (16) 
This shows that inequality (16) has an eventually positive solution. By Corollary 10 in [10], the 
corresponding equation (7) also has an eventually positive solution, leading to a contradiction. 
NECESSITY. If not, let {y~} be an eventually positive solution of (7). Then there exists an integer 
N > no such that 
Yn >0, Ayn--1 >0, and A2yn_l<O, fo rn>N.  (17) 
Set Un = Ayn-1 for n > N. Then un > 0 for n > N and 
n 
Yn = ~ ui + YN, n > N. (18) 
i=N 
Define a sequence {Vn} as follows: 
2yN 
Vn (k ÷ 1) '  fo rN<n<N+k (19) 




i=n-  k 
It is easy to observe that 
Vn <_ ~ USn t -yN , 
By this, we claim that 
Vn <_ k+l  ui + yN , 
i=N 
for n >_N +k + l. 
for N <n < N +k.  
for n > N. 
(20) 
(21) 
Indeed, if (21) does not hold, then there exists an integer N* > N + k such that 
2 n 2 
v,~ <_ k + l ui + yN fo rN<n<N*- i  and VN* > ~ u~ + yN . (22) 
By (20) and (22), we obtain 
u~ + yN < VN. = UN. + -; V~ 
k 
i=N * k 
<_ uN. + k(k + l------3) F_, uj + yN 
i=N* -k  j=N 
N*- I  i 2 2 
= uN. + k(k + 1----5 Z Z u, + ~-T~ 
i=N* -k  j=N 
(5)  2 2 = UN* + ~ ui + YN k(k + 1) ~ (i + k - N*)u~ 
i=N i=N* -k+l  
< uN. + V-£-- i u~ + y~ k(k + l) U~,. ~ (i + k -  g*) 
\ i=N i~N* -k+l  
- -  k+l  u i+yN • 
\ i=N 
This is a contradiction, and so (21) holds. Hence 
Vn-k <- k+l  \ i .=N ui + yN <-- -~-~Yn,  n > N + k. (23) 
It follows from (7), (20), and (23) that 
( ) A - -£  ~ + anv,~-k<_O, n>N+k.  (24) 
i=n-k  
Set ~n = (k / (k  + 1))nvn. Then 
A~+ (k 1) k+l +an ~-k<-0 ,  n>N+k 
or 
A~n + Pn'~n-k <_ O, n >_ N + k. (25) 
This shows that inequality (25) has an eventually positive solution. By Theorem 1 in [2], the 
corresponding equation (1) also has an eventually positive solution, leading to a contradiction. 
The proof is complete. 
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3. APPL ICAT IONS 
In the last section, we give some sufficient conditions of oscillation and nonoscillation for (1) 
in the critical case by employing Theorem 1 and existing oscillation results for (7). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (9) holds. Then the following statements are valid. 
(i) I f  
k k kk+l 
then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
(ii) If eventually 
( kk ) k k+l 
Pn (k+ 1) k+l n2 -< 
then (1) has a nonoscillatory solution. 




THEOREM 3. Assume that (9) holds. Then the following statements are true. 
(i) I f  
[ ~ ( kk ) ]  kkq-1 
l iminf n Pi > 8(k + 1) k'  (k (28) 
[. i=n+ l
then every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
(ii) I f  eventually 
~(  k k )  k k+l 
n Z Pi (k+ l )  k+l -< 8(k+l )  k '  (29) 
i--n+l 
then (1) has a nonoscillatory solution. 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are immediate consequences of Theorem 1 and theorems in [11-13]. 
REMARK 1. Based on an existing comparison theorem in [2], conclusion (ii) in Theorem 2 also 
holds without (9). 
REMARK 2. Applying Theorem 2 to equation (8), it is easy to see that  every solution of (8) is 
oscil latory if and only if a < 2 and c > 0 or a = 2 and c > kk+l/8(k + 1) k. 
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